
Brain activity is distributed over the 3-dimensional volume and evolves in time. Mapping spatio-temporal distribution of brain 
activation with high spatial resolution and high temporal resolution is of great importance for understanding the brain and aiding 
in the clinical diagnosis and management of brain disorders. Electrophysiological source imaging (ESI) from noninvasively 
recorded high density electroencephalogram (EEG) has played a significant role in advancing our ability to image brain function 
and dysfunction. We will discuss principles and current state of EEG-based ESI in localizing and imaging human brain activity with 
applications to seizure localization. Promising clinical results validated by intracranial recordings and surgical resection outcomes 
demonstrate the merits of noninvasive EEG-based ESI in mapping epileptogenic zones, aiding surgical treatment of intractable 
epilepsy. We will also discuss the merits and challenges of multimodal functional neuroimaging by integrating electrophysiological 
and hemodynamic measurements. Our work indicates that the BOLD functional MRI and EEG can be integrated in a principled 
way, leading to substantially enhanced spatio-temporal resolution for functional imaging of dynamic brain activation. Finally, we 
will discuss the co-localization of hemodynamic and electrophysiological signals, and discuss our recent progress in brain-
computer interface, demonstrating that humans can control a quadcopter and robotic arm by “mind” from noninvasive EEG 
signals. 
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